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pandit madhyastha jyothishya is a vedic brahmin from karnataka, india. he is great teacher, spiritualist, vedic and keralan. he is well versed in shastras and vastu science and has
conducted several programmes in the states, like govt. of india, govt. of karnataka, dubai and thailand. pandit kumarswamy gajanana joshiji is the eldest son of late vidwan gajanana

joshiji (the founder of sanatana dharma kendr). he learnt veda mantra from his gradfather gokarna viswanatha bhat prasad and chitrigemath gokarna agnihotri gajanana bhat. he
learned and trained in karma kanda pooja paddhati under his father vidwan gajanana joshiji. he studied sanskrit at sri medha dakshinamoorthy chaturveda sanskrit veda bhavana in

gokarna. he received a vidwat degree in dharma shastra, agama praveena, and poorva meemamsa from mysore university. he served as priest in mahabaleshwara temple in gokarna. at
present, he serves as priest for bay area community. december 1 2022- tuesday shukla shashti december 3 2022- wednesday anusham nakshatram pujyashri mahaperiyava janma

nakshatram december 4 2022- thursday ekadasi december 5 2022- friday pournami december 6 2022- saturday mahalaya paksham begins december 10 2022- tuesday sankatahara
chaturthi december 11 2022- wednesday maha barani december 12 2022- thursday krithigai december 15 2022- saturday kanya-purattasi masam begins/ madhyashtami december 17

2022- monday sharada navarathri begins december 19 2022- wednesday ekadasi december 20 2022- thursday pradosham december 21 2022- sunday mahalaya amavasya-
tharpanam/mahalaya paksham ends december 25 2022- monday saraswathi pooja (maha navami) december 26 2022 saturday shukla panchami december 28 2022 monday shashti
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it is believed that gayatri can help one
gain salvation, remove evil from the

human body, remove karmic tendencies
and in turn render the liberated ones

invulnerable to the attack of foes.
gayatri saarathi is celebrated on the day
when the sky turns yellow and the moon

is said to appear like the face of
goddess gayatri. on this day, fireflies

and water cocks are seen. if one chants
the gayatri mantra and prays, he can be
freed from his karmic impurities. gayatri
is the goddess of knowledge and is said

to be the mother of all vedas. the
gayatri mantra in sanskrit is an

invocation of the goddess gayatri, who
is the blue-colored star in the ascetic

twilight. it is one of the most excellent
of vedic mantras, representing the gift
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of knowledge to mankind. “o mother of
the vedas, behold my hands loaded with
requests. this guru-preached knowledge
is coming to my ears. o thou of the fair

complexion, to thy devotees, i beg thou,
give me knowledge!” (gayatri mantra

from the gayatri-shataka). one must be
on the path of ethical conduct while
reciting this mantra. anybody who

violates the principles of a sattvic way
of life (the maintenance of truthfulness,
purity, non-violence, self-restraint and

non-stealing) should not recite this
mantra. this mantra has been revealed
to the aryans only. the wise say that the
mother gives the mantra to everybody
that they may follow it. this is the one
mantra that is recited by everybody,

even on mondays and fridays. the
mantra is also recited during the gayatri

purnima (the full moon day). the full
moon day when the rays of the moon
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are in its orbit is known as gayatri
purnima. the aim of the gayatri mantra

recitation is to increase the
effectiveness of the recitation. a

practising gayatri mala should be drawn
in a way that gets developed spiritual

insight. the mantra should also be
recited in the surya vigraha posture. to
gain the desired result, gayatri should
be recited according to the directions

given in the guru, and in the presence of
the gayatri mantra. these directions are

as follows. 5ec8ef588b
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